Aims and objectives
During fluoroscopically guided interventions (FGI) peak skin dose (PSD) is monitored to prevent radiation induced skin and hair injuries at the beam entry site of patient skin [1] [2] [3] . Currently, PSD is usually determined indirectly from measured quantities such as reference air kerma (K a,r ) or kerma area product (KAP) [4] . Although this approach estimates PSD in real-time, its accuracy is limited as PSD depends on several parameters such as patient size, type of intervention and gantry angulation, and therefore bears large uncertainty [5] [6] [7] .
On that account we introduce a novel dosimetry system based on direct measurement of dose by thin-film detector arrays ( Fig. 1 on page 3 ). These detector arrays contain thin-film photovoltaic sensors that measure spatial dose distribution (DD) in real-time via wireless data transmission [8] . As the detector arrays are only about 20 µm thick, they are flexible and can be placed anywhere in the beam without reducing image quality significantly. The basic idea of this technology is to determine relevant dosimetric properties directly from measured DD at several positions -for instance, thin-film detector arrays can be attached to the x-ray tube housing (A) and patient skin (B) or fixed to the imager (C) ( Fig. 1 on page 3 ).
The objective of this work is to develop an experimental model for direct determination of patient entrance dose (D entr ) from measured DD in thin-film detector arrays. This is a prerequisite for real-time determination of PSD. Moreover, we introduce an approach to calculate depth dose distribution inside the patient based on known DD in the detector arrays, which is a necessary step towards three-dimensional (3D) dosimetry.
Images for this section: 
Methods and materials

Simulation geometry
To establish the dose measurement method we simulate the utilization of thin-film detector arrays during a fluoroscopic procedure with Monte Carlo (MC) method. This approach allows precise determination of DD within the phantom and the detector arrays. Although 3D simulations (x * y * z) are performed, we focus our analysis on the central axial plane (y = 0) only.
The simulated fluoroscope (Fig. 2 on page 6 ) consists of an x-ray source (tube voltage: 120 kVp) and an imager with a source-to-imager distance SID = 110 cm and a source-to-phantom distance SPD = 75 cm. The field size is 20 * 20 cm 2 at z = 90 cm.
The imager consists of an 800 µm thick CsI-scintillator. A rectangular phantom with thickness L is placed on a 0.6 cm thick couch ( 
Phantom geometries
In this work we simulate two distinct phantom geometries: First, slab water phantoms of various thicknesses L are employed to establish the beam model and to determine calibration parameters that allow predicting dosimetric quantities from measured dose in layers A, B and C. Second, the calibrated dose measurement method is validated with anthropomorphic (chest) phantoms that consist of water, bone and lung tissue.
Since calibration parameters established with water phantoms are only valid for waterlike tissues we convert anthropomorphic phantoms into water equivalent phantoms by applying the concept of water equivalent thickness (WET). WET int is defined as the optical line integral along a ray through the patient body normalized to the water interaction cross-section: References: -Boston/US where #z is the thicknesses of the material voxel along the ray and µ i and µ water are the mass attenuation coefficients of the material and water, respectively.
Transformation of the geometry
As the beam diverges, we express data in Beam's Eye View (BEV) coordinate system (u, z) instead of the Cartesian coordinate system (x, z). Hence, the perspective transformation u(z) = x(z) * SPD/z is performed after MC simulations, where x(z) and u(z) are the off-axis positions at a specific z-distance before and after transformation, respectively. In consequence, all points on a ray are located at the same position u and phantom dose is denoted as D(u, d, L).
Results
Establishment and calibration of dose measurement method
Slab water phantoms of various thicknesses L are simulated to establish the dose measurement method and to calibrate the required parameters of the introduced model functions. Here, the calibration procedure is shown exemplarily for the specific settings described in the method section.
1.
Direct determination of phantom entrance dose with layer B. D entr can be easily determined with layer B by applying a correction factor (CF) that accounts for the different mass attenuation coefficients of layer B and the phantom.
Fig. 4: Equation (2).
References: -Boston/US As depicted in Fig. 5 on page 9, CF is constant within the beam and does not depend on the phantom thickness.
2.
Indirect determination of phantom entrance dose with layer A. If layer B is not available for dosimetry, D entr is determined from DD in layer A:
Fig. 6: Equation (3).
References: -Boston/US where SAD and SPD are the distances of the source to layer A and phantom, respectively. Since there is a gap between layer A and the phantom (40 cm in our case), a specific backscatter factor (BSF) needs to be applied to consider the contribution of phantom backscatter to D entr . Of note, BSF depends on the phantom thickness L, however it is almost constant for phantoms thicker than 10 cm.
3.
Determination of water equivalent thickness with layers B and C.
The ratio of doses in layers B and C correlates with the water equivalent thickness (WET) because the beam attenuates as function of depth. This relation is referred to as attenuation factor (AF) that is described by a model function:
Fig. 7: Equation (4).
References: -Boston/US Based on known DD in layers B and C, calibration parameters #(u), #(u) and #(u) are raised for different u. After calibration, patient WET(u) is determined by employing the quadratic formula.
4.
Determination of depth dose distribution in patients via D entr and WET. Prediction of dose within the phantom requires knowledge of percent dose distribution (PDD) which is defined as the ratio of phantom depth dose to entrance dose. PDD depends on WET (Fig. 8 on page 9 ) and can be modeled by a polynomial function that needs to be determined at the calibration stage. Combined with D entr , PDD allows calculation of patient dose at any d:
Fig. 9: Equation (5).
References: -Boston/US
Validation of dose measurement method with anthropomorphic phantoms
To determine performance of the introduced dose measurement method, it is applied to anthropomorphic chest phantoms. For this purpose we compare calculated quantities from measured dose in the layers with directly simulated values inside the phantom. In comparison with the simulated values, this is done with an accuracy of ± 3% and ± 1%, respectively. 
Conclusion
In fluoroscopy PSD is the most important dosimetric quantity. Thin-film detector array B measures D entr directly and accurately, as it is in direct contact with patient skin. Once the distribution of D entr is known as function of irradiation time, PSD can be readily calculated.
Alternatively, D entr is determined with detector array A. In this case D entr is computed by projecting measured DD in detector array A onto patient skin. This is an indirect method, still it estimates D entr closely.
Moreover, we suggest an approach to determine dose inside the patient. However, this method is only suited for prediction of dose in water and soft tissue. Exact determination of organ dose would require organ segmentation by computed tomography (CT).
In conclusion, thin-film detector arrays are auspicious candidates for prospective dosimetry during FGI.
